Maths
English
Classic Fiction (The Boy In The Striped
Pyjamas)
Description and imagery.
Poetry 1 (Autumn poetry; poetic
devices)
Argument/ debate
Creative and extended writing.
Narrative and short stories.
Letters From The Lighthouse.
Inference skills and exam prep.

Science

Revision of place value and number work.

Light - Explaining misconceptions; how we see;
how we see colour; reflection and refraction.

Mental and written multiplication and division.
Fractions, decimals and percentages.
Handling data, to include bar line graphs and pie charts.
Shape and space - angles and problems involving measures.

Electricity - exploring the effects of voltage on
circuit components; investigate and develop a
dimmer switch; create a working electrical
prototype and identify possible improvements

Weekly Mental Maths practice and exam preparation.

Religious Studies
-

Moorlands Year 6
PSHCE/ RSE
Puberty, life cycles, relationship &
sex education.

Languages

Autumn Term:

Charlie et la Chocolaterie (Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory)
Describing characters – adjectival
agreement
Reviewing ER verbs
IR and RE verbs in the present
tense
Giving opinions
- Persuasive language

Your Country Needs You!

Drug, alcohol and tobacco education.
Mental Health.
Humanities
Key events such as the Battle of
Britain, Dunkirk, the Blitz, the D-Day
landings, and VE Day.

Anne Frank
Judaism

Creative Arts
The Masked Singer competition - prepare and
perform songs in disguise. Design masks.

Propaganda and the power of
persuasive speeches; Winston
Churchill and the important role he
played.

Exploring life as WW2 evacuees through mime,
freeze frames and improvisation. The Boy in the
Striped Pyjamas.

Map work and grid references. UK
cities worst hit by the Blitz. Locating
the main Allies and Axis.

Van Gogh's Poppy Field painting – 2D and 3D
interpretation. A study around Yorkshire artists
Moore and Hockney, including landscapes.

Computing
- Continuing coding
using Scratch
- Web research
- Spreadsheets

PE/Games
- Health-related fitness
- Summer sports

